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• Cloud environments are being increasingly used for deploying and executing business pro-
cesses and particularly Service-based Business Processes (SBPs),
•One of the expected features of Cloud environments is elasticity at different levels.

•Elastic infrastrucutres/platforms are not sufficient to provide the elasticity of the deployed
business processes:
→Need for elasticity at the Software (SaaS) level
•Goals:
→What mechanisms should be developed to perform elasticity of SBPs?
→How to define and evaluate elasticity strategies of SBPs?
→How to deploy elastic SBPs in Cloud environments?

Elasticity in the Cloud

Elasticity at software level consists in providing cloud environments with mechanisms that allow
deployed business process to scale up or down.
• To scale up a business process, elasticity mechanisms have to create, as many copies as

necessary of this process.
• To scale down, elasticity mechanisms have to remove unnecessary copies of this process.

A SBP is a business process that consists in assembling a set of elementary services.
• Elasticity at the process level vs Elasticity at the service level

SBP model that focus on the dynamic (evolution) of loads on each basic service of process.
•Petri nets
• Elastcity operations
→Place Duplication and Place Consolidation

Model for SBPs elasticity

In order to manage the SBPs elasticity, several strategies that decide on when and how to use
duplication/consolidation mechanisms can be used to manage SBPs elasticty.
• The abundance of possible strategies requires their evaluation before implementing them.

We propose a framework, called generic controller that allows the implementation and evaluation
of SBPs elasticity strategies:

Framework for SBPs elasticity evaluation

Calculate the reachability graph resulted from the instanciated controller and use it to deduce
some properties. For example :
• Violations of QoS.
•Blocking state.
• Elasticity loops.

Model Checking-based Evaluation

Define a set of indicators to evaluate strategies’ performance. The value of these indicators will
be calculated according to the evolution of the controller.
•Resource-based evaluation:
→Resource consumption.
→ Average workload.

• Time-based evaluation:
→Processing time.
→ loss of calls.

Simulation-based Evaluation

The SPD approach for deploying elastic SBPs in Cloud environments:
• Slice
•Package
•Deploy

Deploying and evaluating Elastic SBPs in Cloud environments:
•Response time
•Memory consumption

Deploying Elastic SBPs


